
Liberty Common High School Dress Standards 
Common Knowledge, Common Virtue, Common Sense  

 
We have established school-wide dress standards at Liberty Common School to create an environment of 
academic excellence without unnecessary distractions and to reduce social distinctions.  With these dress 
standards, we intend to support and reinforce the themes of all aspects of Liberty Common School’s character-
education efforts, including the school’s Foundation Stones and Capstones.  All students will adhere to specified 
dress standards particular to their grade.  Parents and students should refer to the Dress Code when choosing a 
student’s wardrobe.  

The Dress Code is in effect for all students, every day from the start of the school day until students have 
completed all their activities for the day. The Dress Code will be strictly enforced by all school staff members and 
administrators.  Administrators will render final determinations regarding Dress Code. 

Standards for Daily Dress 
Liberty Common School’s “School-Wide Dress Code” is the dress standard for all students, 7-12. 

Liberty Common High School scholars, 9-12, have the option to dress according to the “Choice Dress Code.”  
LCHS is a business-casual environment at minimum.  As long as LCHS scholars choose to abide by the Choice 
Dress Code they will be able to enjoy the freedom it provides.  LCHS scholars who repeatedly choose not to 
comply with the Choice Dress Code will lose their associated privileges and will be required to revert to the 
Liberty Common School-Wide Dress Code.  LCHS students/parents should be prepared to obtain School-Wide 
Dress Code compliant clothing in the case that a student loses his/her Choice privileges. 

“Dignitary Dress” is encouraged at all times.  Dignitary Dress is professional dress that goes above and beyond 
the LCHS business-casual Choice Dress Code (see “Dress Standards for Special Occasions”).  

Common Errors 
The following list includes components of the Dress Code that are frequently misunderstood and/or unheeded.  

 Exposed undergarments are not allowed.  This includes but is not limited to camisoles and tank tops, unless 
the undershirt is at the manubrium ridge and is able to remain there on its own. 

 The top of a shirt must not be lower than four-finger widths below the manubrium ridge. 

 Cleavage must not be showing from any angle. 

 No white t-shirts or non-collared shirts made of heather fabric are allowed, even if the shirt is paired with a 
scarf. 

 Denim, and thermal-knit (waffle-knit) shirts are not considered sweaters, and are not allowed to be worn. 

 Spandex or skin-tight clothing is not allowed.  This includes, but is not limited to leggings, pants that look like 
or fit like leggings, yoga pants, and form-fitting tube skirts. 

 

Clarifications & Changes 
The following list includes changes and clarified items that may have been unclear to some in previous school 
years.   All students are expected to be familiar and compliant with all aspects of the revised Dress Codes. 

 Males must wear shirts with collars. 
o Exception (Choice Dress Code only):  Males may wear a crewneck sweater (sweaters are knitted, 

not woven) with a collared or non-collared undershirt as a lower layer beneath. V-neck sweaters 
require a collared shirt as a lower layer.  Woven thermal (waffle) tops are not permitted. 

 Light or athletic-type jackets without hoods may be worn indoors as long as a Dress-Code-compliant top 
is worn beneath (see logo restriction).  This includes quarter-zip pullover-type tops (jackets or fleeces). 

 Skirts: The hem and any slits of skirts and jumpers is recommended to be at the knee.  The hem and any 
slits must fall between the ankle and 3 inches above the top of the kneecap in front and back when 
standing straight. 


